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Introduction to module 

This module describes the performance outcomes, skills and knowledge required to build and 

arrange connectivity to basic wireless local area network (WLAN). 

Module units  

 Confirm client and equipment requirements 

  Select, install and configure wireless access point 

 Configure network 

 Train users 

 Monitor and administer wireless network 

Learning objectives of the Module 

At the end of this session, the students will able to: 

 Install, configure and test at least two wireless access points 

 Identify  and resolve wireless network issues on at least two wireless local area networks 

 develop and document user training material 

Module Learning Instructions:  

1. Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

2. Follow the instructions described below. 

3. Read the information written in the information Sheets 

4. Accomplish the Self-checks  

5. Perform Operation Sheets 

6. Do the “LAP test” 
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Unit One: Confirm client and equipment requirements  

This learning unit is developed to provide the trainees the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Client and organizational requirements 

 wireless device technical requirements 

 Identifying components 

 Selecting position for access point 

 Cabling and power requirements 

This unit will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Understand client and organizational requirements 

 Identify wireless device technical requirements 

 Identify components 

 Select position for access point 

 Understand cable and power requirements 
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1.1. Client and organizational requirements  

As the organization's network grows, so does the organization's dependency on the network and 

the applications that use it. Network-accessible organizational data and mission-critical 

applications that are essential to the organization's operations depend on network availability. 

To design a network that meets customers' needs, the organizational goals, organizational 

constraints, technical goals, and technical constraints must be identified. This section describes 

the process of determining which applications, network services already exist, and which ones 

are planned, along with associated organizational and technical goals and constraints. We begin 

by explaining how to assess the scope of the design project. After gathering all customer 

requirements, the designer must identify and obtain any missing information and reassess the 

scope of the design project to develop a comprehensive understanding of the customer's needs. 

Assessing the Scope of a Network Design Project 

When assessing the scope of a network design, consider the following: 

 Whether the design is for a new network or is a modification of an existing 

network. 

 Whether the design is for an entire enterprise network, a subset of the network, or 

a single segment or module.. 

 Whether the design addresses a single function or the network's entire 

functionality. 

Table 1. 1 Network Design Scope Assessment 

Scope of Design Comments 

Entire network The backbone at the central office needs to be redesigned. All branch offices' 

LANs will be upgraded to Fast Ethernet technology. 

Network layer Introduction of private IP addresses requires a new addressing plan. Certain 

LANs must also be segmented. Routing must be redesigned to support the 

new addressing plan and to provide greater reliability and redundancy. 

Data link layer The central office backbone and some branch offices require redundant 

equipment and redundant links are needed. The organization also requires a 

campus wireless radio frequency (RF) site survey to determine mobility 

deployment options and equipment scope. 

Scope of Design Comments 
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1.1.1. Identify Required Information 

Determining requirements includes extracting initial requirements from the customer and then 

refining these with other data that has been collected from the organization. 

Extracting Initial Requirements 

Initial design requirements are typically extracted from the Request for Proposal (RFP) or 

Request for Information (RFI) documents that the customer issues. An RFP is a formal request to 

vendors for proposals that meet the requirements that the document identifies. An RFI is 

typically a less formal document an organization issues to solicit ideas and information from 

vendors about a specific project. 

The first step in the design process should be pre-documenting (sifting, processing, reordering, 

translating, and so forth) the design requirements and reviewing them with the customer for 

verification and approval, obtaining direct customer input, in either oral or written form. Figure 

1-1 illustrates an iterative approach to developing the design requirements document. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 0 illustrates the following ways: 

1.  Extract the initial customer requirements (from the RFP or RFI). 

2.  Query the customer for a verbal description of the initial requirements. 

3.  Produce a draft document that describes the design requirements. 

4.  Verify the design requirements with the customer, and obtain customer approval. 

5 Revise the document as necessary to eliminate errors and omissions. 2 to 5 are repeated if the 

customer has additional comments about the draft document. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1 Iterative Approach to Identifying Customer Requirements 
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1.1.2. Gathering Network Requirements 

As illustrated in Figure1the process of gathering requirements can be broken down into five 

steps. During these steps (which are sometimes called milestones), the designer discusses the 

project with the customer's staff to determine and gather the necessary data, including 

appropriate documentation. 

Figure 2 Gathering Data for Design Requirements 

 

Figure 1. 2 Gathering Data for Design Requirements 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the steps are as follows 

Step 1 Identify the planned network applications and network services. 

Step 2 Determine1 the organizational goals. 

Step 3 Determine the possible organizational constraints. 

Step 4 Determine the technical goals. 

Step 5 Determine the technical constraints that must be taken into account. 

 

The process is not unidirectional; the designer might return to a step and make additional 

inquiries about issues as they arise during the design process. The next five sections detail these 

steps. 

Planned Applications and Network Services 

The designer must determine which applications the customer is planning to use and the 

importance of each of these applications. Using a table helps organize and categorize the 

applications and services planned; the table should contain the following information: 
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 Planned application types: Include e-mail, groupware (tools that aid group work), voice 

networking, web browsing, video on demand (VoD), databases, file sharing and transfer, 

computer-aided manufacturing, and so forth. 

 Applications: Specific applications that will be used, such as Microsoft Internet 

Explorer, Cisco Unified Meeting Place, and so forth. 

 Level of importance: The importance of the applications—whether critical, important, or 

not important is noted. 

 Comments: Additional notes taken during the data-gathering process. 

Table 1. 2 shows an example of data gathered about the planned applications for the sample company 

Application Type Application Level of 

Importance 

(Critical, 

Important, Not 

Important) 

Comments 

E-mail Microsoft Office Outlook Important  

Groupware Cisco Unified Meeting 

Place 

Important Need to be able to 

share presentations and 

applications during remote 

meetings 

Web browsing Microsoft Internet 

Explorer, Netscape 

Navigator, Opera 

Important  

Video on demand Cisco Digital Media 

System 

Critical  

Database Oracle Critical All data storage is based on 

Oracle 

Customer support 

applications 

Custom applications Critical 
 

Recall that infrastructure services include security, QoS, network management, high availability, 

and IP multicast. Software distribution, backup, directory services, host naming, and user 

authentication and authorization are examples of other services and solutions that are deployed to 

support a typical organization's many applications. Table 1-3 shows sample data that was 

gathered about the infrastructure services planned for the sample company, Corporation X. 

https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/prezentar-create-presentations-in-minutes.html
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Table 1. 3 Shows an example of data gathered about the planned applications for the sample company 
Service Comments 

Security Deploy security systematically: Firewall technology to protect the internal network; 

virus-scanning application to check incoming traffic for viruses; intrusion detection 

and prevention systems to protect from and inform about possible outside 

intrusions. Consider the use of authentication, authorization, and accounting 

systems to ensure that only authenticated and authorized users have access to 

specific services. 

QoS Implementation of QoS to prioritize more important and more delay-sensitive traffic 

over less important traffic (higher priority for voice and database traffic; lower 

priority for HTTP traffic). 

Network 

management 

Introduction and installation of centralized network management tools (such as HP 

Open View with Cisco Works applications) for easier and more efficient network 

management. 

High availability Use redundant paths and terminate connections on different network devices to 

eliminate single points of failure. 

IP multicast Introduction of IP multicast services needed for the introduction of 

videoconferencing and e-learning solutions. 

Voice Company wants to migrate to IP telephony. 

Mobility Need mobility for employees and guest access for clients. 

Service Comments 

 

Organizational Goals 

Every design project should begin by determining the organizational goals that are to be 

achieved. The criteria for success must be determined, and the consequences of a failure 

understood. 

Network designers are often eager to start by analyzing the technical goals before considering the 

organizational goals and constraints. However, detailed attention to organizational goals and 

constraints is important for a project's success. In discussions about organizational goals, the 

designer obtains knowledge about the customer's expectations of the design's positive outcomes 

for the organization. Both short- and long-term goals should be identified.  

This is an opportunity to determine what is important to the customer. Some sample questions a 

designer might ask to help determine organizational goals include the following: 

 What are you trying to accomplish with this project 
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 What business challenges are you currently facing? 

 What are the consequences of not resolving these issues? 

 What is the major objective of this project? 

 What is driving the change? 

 What other technology projects and business initiatives will affect your group in the next 

two to five years? 

 What skill sets does your technical staff currently have? 

 What is your goal for return on investment? 

Organizational goals differ from organization to organization. The following are some typical 

goals that commercial organizations might have: 

 Increase the operation's generated revenue and profitability. A new design should reduce 

costs in certain segments and propel growth in others. The network designer should 

discuss with the customer any expectations about how the new network will influence 

revenues and profits. 

 Shorten development cycles and enhance productivity by improving internal data 

availability and interdepartmental communications. 

 Improve customer support and offer additional customer services that can expedite 

reaction to customer needs and improve customer satisfaction. 

 Open the organization's information infrastructure to all key stakeholders (prospects, 

investors, customers, partners, suppliers, and employees), and build relationships and 

information accessibility to a new level. 

Table 1. 4 data gathered about the organizational goals of a sample company 
Organizational 

Goal 

Gathered Data 

(Current Situation) 

Comments Organizational 

Goal 

Gathered Data 

(Current Situation) 

Increase 

competitiveness 

Corporation Y 

Corporation Z 

Better products 

Reduced costs 

Increase 

competitiveness 

Corporation Y 

Corporation Z 

Reduce cost Repeating tasks—

entering data 

multiple times, 

time- 

consuming tasks 

Single data-entry 

point Easy-to-learn 

applications 

Simple data 

exchange 

Reduce cost Repeating tasks—

entering data 

multiple times, 

time- 

consuming tasks 

Improve customer Order tracking and Introduction of Improve customer Order tracking and 
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support technical support 

is done by 

individuals 

web-based order 

tracking and web-

based tools for 

customer technical 

support 

support technical support 

is done by 

individuals 

Organizational Constraints 

When assessing organizational goals, it is important to analyze any organizational constraints 

that might affect the network design. Some sample questions the designer might ask to help 

determine organizational constraints include the following: 

 What in your current processes works well? 

 What in your current processes does not work well? 

 Which processes are labor-intensive? 

 What are the barriers for implementation in your organization? 

 What are your major concerns with the implementation of a new solution? 

 What projects already have budget approval? 

 Are other planned technology projects and business initiatives compatible with your 

current infrastructure and technology solutions? 

 Do you have a budget for technical development for your staff? 

 Are there any policies in place that might affect the project? 

Typical constraints include the following: 

 Budget: Reduced budgets or limited resources often force network designers to 

implement an affordable solution rather than the best technical solution. This usually 

entails some compromises in availability, manageability, performance, and scalability.  

 Personnel: The availability of trained personnel within the organization might be a 

design consideration. Organizations might not have enough trained personnel, or they 

might not have enough personnel. 

 Policies: Organizations have different policies about protocols, standards, vendors, and 

applications; to design the network successfully, the designer must understand these 

policies.  
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 Schedule: The organization's executive management must discuss and approve 

the project schedule to avoid possible disagreements about deadlines.  

 

Table 1-5 Corporation X's Organizational Constraints 

Table 1.5 data gathered about the organizational goals of a sample company 

Organizational 

Constraint 

Gathered Data (Current Situation) Comments 

Budget $650,000 Budget can be extended by a 

maximum of $78,000 

Personnel Two engineers with college degrees and Cisco 

Certified Network Associate (CCNA) certifications 

for network maintenance; one has Cisco Certified 

Network Professional (CCNP) certification 

Three engineers for various operating systems and 

applications maintenance 

Plans to hire additional 

engineers for network 

maintenance; need technical 

development plan for staff 

Policy Prefers a single vendor and standardized protocols Current equipment is Cisco; 

prefers to stay with Cisco 

Schedule Plans to introduce various new applications in the 

next nine months 

New applications that will be 

introduced shortly are 

videoconferencing, groupware, 

and IP telephony 

Technical Goals 
The technical goals of the project must also be determined before the design starts. Some sample 

questions the designer might ask to help determine technical goals include the following: 

 What infrastructure issues exist or will exist related to your applications rollouts? 

 What skill sets does your technical staff need to acquire? 

 Does your current network have any performance issues? 

 Which portions of your network are considered mission-critical? 

The following list describes some common technical goals: 

https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/pm-milestone-project-management-templates.html
https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/cisco-ccna-200-301-complete-guide.html
https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/cisco-ccna-200-301-complete-guide.html
https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/cisco-ccna-200-301-complete-guide.html
https://www.ccexpert.us/reviews/cisco-ccna-200-301-complete-guide.html
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 Improve network performance: An increase in the number of users and the introduction 

of new applications might degrade network performance, especially responsiveness and 

throughput.  

 Note Performance is a general term that includes responsiveness, throughput, and 

resource utilization. The users of networked applications and their managers are usually 

most sensitive to responsiveness issues; speed is of the essence.  

 Decrease expected downtime and related expenses: When a network failure occurs, 

downtime must be minimal, and the network must respond quickly to minimize related 

costs. 

 Modernize outdated technologies: The emergence of new network technologies and 

applications demands regular updates to and replacement of outdated equipment and 

technologies. 

 Improve scalability of the network: Networks must be designed to provide for upgrades 

and future growth. 

 Simplify network management: Simplify network management functions so that they 

are easy to use and easily understood. 

Table 1-6 depicts the desired technical goals that were gathered for the sample company, 

Corporation X, along with their importance rating and additional comments. In this example, the 

designer sees that the customer places great importance on availability, scalability, and 

performance; this suggests that the network design should include redundant equipment, 

redundant paths, use of high-speed links, and so forth. 

Table 1. 6. Depicts the desired technical goals that were gathered for the sample company 
Technical Goals Importance Comments 

Performance 2O Important in the central site, less important in branch offices 

Security 15 The critical data transactions must be secure 

Availability 25 Should be 99.9% 

Adaptability (to new 

technologies) 

1O  

Scalability 25 The network must be scalable 

Manageability 5  
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Technical Constraints 

 Network designers might face various technical constraints during the design process. 

Some sample questions the designer might ask to help determine technical constraints 

include the following: 

 How do you determine your technology priorities? 

 Do you have a technology refresh process?  

 What urgent technical problems require immediate resolution or mitigation? 

 Do you have a plan for technical development for your staff in specific areas? 

 Do any applications require special network features (protocols and so forth)? 

Good network design addresses constraints by identifying possible trade-offs, such as the following: 

 Existing equipment: The network design process is usually progressive; legacy 

equipment must coexist with new equipment. 

 Bandwidth availability: Insufficient bandwidth in parts of the network where the 

bandwidth cannot be increased because of technical constraints must be resolved by other 

means. 

 Application compatibility: If the new network is not being introduced at the same time 

as new applications, the design must provide compatibility with old applications. 

 Lack of qualified personnel: Lack of qualified personnel suggests that the designer must 

consider the need for additional training; otherwise, certain features might have to be 

dropped. For example, if the network proposal includes the use of IP telephony but the 

network administrators are not proficient in IP telephony, it might be necessary to 

propose an alternative solution. 

Table 1-7 presents sample technical constraints gathered for Corporation X. Under existing 

equipment, the designer notes that the coaxial cabling in the LAN's physical cabling plant still 

exists and comments that twisted pair and fiber optics should replace it. The bandwidth 

availability indicates that the WAN service provider does not have any other available links; the 
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organization should consider changing to another service provider. Application compatibility 

suggests that the designer should take care when choosing equipment 

Table 1.7.Technical Constraints for 

Technical Constraints Gathered Data (Current 

Situation) 

Comments 

Existing equipment Coaxial cable The cabling must be replaced with 

twisted pair to the desktop, and fiber 

optics for uplinks and in the core 

Bandwidth availability 64-kbps WAN link Upgrade bandwidth; change to another 

service provider because the current one 

does not have any other links to offer 

Application 

compatibility 

IP version 6 (IPv6)-based 

applications 

New network equipment must support 

IPv6 

1.1.3. Assigning appropriate authority 

The importance of wireless network security cannot be understated. With the proliferation of 

mobile devices and the popularity of public Wi-Fi hotspots, the potential for data breaches and 

other cyber security threats has increased exponentially. 

While there are many different steps that can be taken to secure a wireless network, these 12 best 

practices are essential for ensuring that your data and devices are safe from malicious actors 

Enabling Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) 

Two-factor authentication adds an extra layer of security to the login process. It requires users to 

enter both a username and password, as well as a code that is generated by an authenticator app. 

This makes it more difficult for someone to gain unauthorized access to the network. 

Using A Strong Password 

Using a strong password is one of the most important best practices for wireless network 

security. A strong password is at least eight characters long and includes a mix of upper- and 

lower-case letters, numbers, and symbols. Passwords should be changed regularly to ensure that 

they remain secure. 

Encrypting Data 

Encrypting data is another important best practice for wireless network security. Data encryption 

scrambles data so that it can only be decrypted and read by authorized users. This helps to 

protect sensitive information from being accessed by unauthorized individuals. 

Disabling SSID Broadcast 

https://www.globalsign.com/en-gb/authentication
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Disabling SSID broadcast is another best practice for wireless network security. When SSID 

broadcast is enabled, it allows anyone within range of the wireless network to see the network's 

name. You can disable SSID broadcast by accessing the wireless router's configuration page and 

disabling the SSID broadcast feature. 

Using MAC Filtering 

Using MAC filtering is another best practice for wireless network security. MAC addresses are 

unique identifiers assigned to devices that connect to a network. 

Enabling WPA3 Security 

Enabling WPA3 security is another best practice for wireless network security. WPA3 is the 

most recent and most secure wireless security protocol. It provides stronger protection than 

WPA2 and should be used whenever possible. 

Using A VPN 

Using a VPN is another best practice for wireless network security. A VPN encrypts all traffic 

between a device and the VPN server, making it more difficult for someone to eavesdrop on the 

connection. This is especially important when using public Wi-Fi networks, as they are often less 

secure than private ones.  

Disabling Remote Administration 

Disabling remote administration is another best practice for wireless network security. When 

remote administration is enabled, it allows anyone with the proper credentials to access the 

router's configuration page and make changes to the network. This can be a security risk, as it 

allows unauthorized individuals to potentially gain access to the network. 

Changing the default password 

Changing the default password is another best practice for wireless network security. Many 

routers come with a default password that is easy to guess. This can be a security risk, as it 

allows unauthorized individuals to potentially gain access to the network.. 

Using a Firewall 

Using a firewall is another best practice for wireless network security. A firewall helps to protect 

the network by blocking incoming traffic that is not authorized. This can be especially important 

in preventing attacks from malware and other malicious software. 

Disabling UPnP 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/komando/2019/03/21/router-security-wpa-2-wpa-3-best-never-use-easily-hackable-wep/3202852002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/komando/2019/03/21/router-security-wpa-2-wpa-3-best-never-use-easily-hackable-wep/3202852002/
https://www.lifewire.com/changing-default-password-on-wifi-network-816567#:~:text=The%20Default%20Password%20Is%20Well,a%20lock%20on%20your%20house.
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Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a protocol that allows devices to automatically discover and 

connect to each other. This can be a security risk, as it allows unauthorized devices to potentially 

gain access to the network. To disable UPnP, access the wireless router's configuration page and 

disable the feature. You can also disable UPnP on individual devices by accessing the settings 

menu. 

Disabling Unnecessary Services 

You often find that routers come with a number of unnecessary services enabled. These can be a 

security risk, as they can provide potential attackers with information about the network. To 

disable unnecessary services, access the wireless router's configuration page and disable any 

services that are not needed. This will help to reduce the attack surface of the network. Common 

unnecessary services include things like telnet, SSH, and HTTP. 

1.2.Wireless device technical requirements 

1.2.1 Define Wireless Network Requirements 

Requirements define what the wireless network must do, which provides the foundation for the 

design. Requirements for a wireless network include needs, such as signal coverage in all 

elevators and support for voice telephony. Leave the technical details, such as specific 

technologies (such as 2.4GHz vs. 5GHz 802.11n), components, and configuration settings to the 

designers after all requirements are well-defined and agreed upon. 

Requirements to consider  

Before implementing a wireless network, consider the following types of requirements: 

a. Applications.  

Ultimately, the wireless network must support user applications, so be sure to fully define them 

in the requirements. This could be general office applications, such as web browsing, email, and 

file transfer, or it could be wireless patient monitoring in a hospital or voice telephony in a 

warehouse. Be as specific as possible. The application requirements enable designers to specify 

applicable throughput, technologies and products when designing the system. 

b. Environment.  

Provide a description of the environment where the wireless network will operate. For buildings, 

include the floor plan, type construction, and possible locations for mounting access points. For 

outdoor areas, include satellite images, aerial photographs, or drawings. Walk through the areas 

to verify accuracy of these items. Take lots of photos. In addition to a visible inspection, consider 
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performing a RF site survey. All of this will capture the environment in a way that will help 

designers choose the right technical elements. 

c. Coverage areas.  

This describes where users will need access to the wireless network. They might only need 

connectivity in their offices and conferences rooms, but they may also need connectivity inside 

power utility rooms and the cafeteria. Also, carefully think about whether coverage is needed in 

stairwells, elevators, and parking garages. These are difficult-to-cover areas and can drive the 

cost of the wireless network very high. By properly specifying coverage area, you’ll avoid the 

unnecessary expense of installing access points where they’re not needed. Unless obvious, also 

identify the country where the wireless network will operate. This impacts channel planning and 

product availability.  

d. End users.  

Be sure to identify whether users are mobile or stationary, which provides a basis for including 

enhanced roaming in the design. Mobile users will move about the facility and possible roam 

across IP domains, creating a need to manage IP addresses dynamically. Some users, however, 

may be stationary, such as wireless desktops.  

e. Client devices.  

You should specify the client devices (and existing client radios) to ensure the solution 

accommodates them in the most effective manner. For example, you could specify that users will 

have laptops running Microsoft Vista operating system with integrated 802.11b/g radios. This 

provides a basis for deciding on the type of client radios to specify for other client devices during 

the design and whether there is a need to support legacy devices (i.e., 802.11b/g).  

f. Existing infrastructure.  

Be certain to describe all existing applicable infrastructure. Identify locations and availability of 

communications closets, switch types and available ports, PoE interfaces, fiber runs, conduit, 

authentication servers, VPN ports, and operational support systems.  

g. Security.  

Describe the sensitivity of the information that will traverse the wireless network. If possible, 

cite existing corporate wireless security policies. You will likely need to require encryption and 

authentication of all client devices. Be sure to give security requirements plenty of thought so 

that you design a solution that will protect the company’s valuable resources.  

h. Funding.  
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The requirements stage of a wireless network project is a good time to ask how much money is 

available. If funding limits are known, then you will know how much there is to work with when 

designing the system. In most cases, however, a company will ask how much the system will 

cost. You will then need to define the requirements and design the system before giving a cost 

estimate. In this situation, consider stating requirements with options, such as with and without 

signal coverage provided in parking garages. You can then provide two separate cost estimates 

based on optional signal coverage.  

i. Schedules. 

 Of course, a company will generally want the wireless network installed “yesterday,” but we all 

know that is impossible. You will need to nail down a realistic completion date, though, and plan 

accordingly. For example, you may be defining requirements in July, and a retail store will likely 

demand that a wireless price marking application be installed by the end of September.  

After defining these elements, you should have enough information to design the solution. 

Before proceeding, though, ensure you have consensus from all stakeholders, such as executives, 

users, and the operational support organization. If requirements are not clear enough, you should 

do some prototyping or pilot testing to fully understand requirements before spending money on 

the design and installation. 

1.3.Identify components to be installed to meet the technical requirements 

Technical requirements are important because they describe how software should function and 

what its behavior should be. This helps developers and users to understand the best way to use 

the software. A document of clearly defined specifications helps to create a project or software 

that has a proper process for implementation. Developers and other technicians refer to this as 

technical requirement documentation. 

Technical requirements vary depending on the product or industry. However, there is no all-

encompassing list of technical requirements that apply to every project or development here is a 

sample list of technical requirement examples: 

 Accessibility 

 Authentication and authorization 

 Availability 

 Information security 

 Maintainability 

 Performance 

 Privacy 

 Reliability 
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1.4.Selecting appropriate position for access point 

Wireless Access Point (WAP) placement is an important aspect of setting up and maintaining a 

wireless network. Proper placement of WAPs ensures good coverage, capacity, and performance. 

Here are some best practices for WAP placement: 

A. Conduct a site survey: Before installing any WAPs, conduct a Wireless site survey to 

identify areas with poor coverage, high demand, and potential sources of interference. 

This will help you to determine the optimal location for each WAP. 

B. Use ceiling-mounted WAPs: Ceiling-mounted WAPs provide better coverage than wall-

mounted WAPs, as they can reach a wider area and provide more uniform coverage. 

C. Place WAPs in the center of the coverage area: In general, WAPs should be placed in 

the center of the area they are supposed to cover, as this will ensure good coverage for the 

entire area. 

D. Avoid physical obstructions: Physical obstructions such as walls, ceilings, and furniture 

can interfere with wireless signals, so it’s important to avoid placing WAPs near these 

types of obstructions. 

E. Use multiple WAPs: In large areas, it’s important to use multiple WAPs to ensure good 

coverage and capacity. This will also help to reduce the risk of congestion and ensure that 

users have a good experience. 

F. Use Power over Ethernet (PoE): PoE allows WAPs to receive power over the same 

cable that carries the network data, making it easy to install them in a variety of locations. 

G. Use wireless planning tools: wireless planning tools can help to predict coverage, 

capacity, and performance of wireless networks, by simulating the environment and giving 

you an idea of how the wireless network will perform. 

1.4.1 Access Point Placement Guidelines for Successful Installation 

In order to build a wireless network infrastructure, a company needs to consider the placement of 

multiple access points around their campus. Access points connect to a wired network and allow 

devices to connect to that network via the access point wirelessly. They are the cornerstone of 

wireless networking; as such, knowing how to properly install them is essential. Physical access 

point placement plays a huge part in this installation process. 

Access points must be placed in strategic locations in order to provide maximum coverage. 

Depending on the size, shape, and needs of every area of your infrastructure, your team will need 

https://www.cablify.ca/rf-wireless-site-surveys/
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to install access points at different locations. This is true for companies of any size, from SMBs 

to enterprises. To help your business learn the proper methods of access point placement, we 

have outlined five  guidelines for you to follow when installing access points. 

1. Place access points where Wi-Fi will be used the most 

The first rule of proper access point placement is to determine the locations where Wi-Fi 

networks will be used the most. This seems like it should be obvious, but it makes a huge 

difference in determining the optimal placement of access points across an infrastructure. The 

closer a device is to an access point, the better its connection will be.  

2. Precise access point placement is key 

Access point placement is not just about picking the right general area to install a device. You 

also need to consider the precise physical placement for the access point in each room/location 

you need to service. Access points need to be built in optimal locations to provide the best signal 

strength to the areas it will cover.  

3. Avoid coverage overlap whenever possible 

When designing your wireless infrastructure, you need to select the best access point locations 

that will provide maximum coverage for your business. The simple answer to this problem is 

installing access points anywhere you can, but this is almost always a bad idea. Not only does 

this introduce unnecessary costs, but it also generates a lot of coverage overlap.  

4. Electronic devices 

Devices that emit electromagnetic signals, such as microwaves, are notorious for completely 

blocking wireless signals. Whenever possible, access points should be placed as far away from 

these devices as possible. 

5. Building materials 

The building materials of the structures your business operates in can cause varying degrees of 

wireless signal interference or blockage. Concrete, brick, and other dense materials are infamous 

for blocking Wi-Fi signals. Your team should place access points in areas that provide the best 

area of coverage when considering the building materials around it. 

1.5.Cabling and power requirements  

Wireless cabling, also known as wireless connectivity or wireless networking, refers to the 

transmission of data or information between devices without the need for physical cables or 
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wires. Instead, wireless communication technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or cellular 

networks are used to establish connections. 

When it comes to power requirements, wireless devices typically require a power source to 

operate. The specific power requirements can vary depending on the device and its intended use. 

Here are a few common examples: 

1. Wireless Routers: Wireless routers, which provide Wi-Fi connectivity, are usually 

powered  by connecting them to a standard electrical outlet. They 

require a continuous power source to function and transmit wireless 

signals. 

 

2. Wireless Access Points: Similar to routers, wireless access points are devices that provide 

wireless connectivity in a specific area or location. They may be powered through an 

electrical outlet or, in some cases, through Power over Ethernet (PoE) technology, which 

allows both data and power to be transmitted over the same Ethernet cable. 

3. Wireless Cameras: Wireless security cameras or other types of wireless cameras may be 

powered by batteries or by connecting them to an electrical outlet. Battery-

powered wireless cameras are often designed for flexibility and portability, 

while those connected to an outlet can provide continuous power. 

 

4. Wireless Devices: Various wireless devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops, 

have built-in batteries that power their wireless capabilities. These devices need to be 

periodically recharged to maintain their wireless functionality. 
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Self-check 1 

Part-I choose the best answer for the given alternative. 

_______1. Which one are best practices for WAP placement: 

A. Conduct a site survey            C. Place WAPs in the center of the coverage area 

B. Use ceiling-mounted WAPs    D. All 

_______2. __ is refers to a technical requirement that seeks to make a service, software or technology 

accessible to all users and parties 

A. Authentication and authorization       C. Availability 

B.  Accessibility                                        D.  Non 

_______3. Before implementing a wireless network you should consider______ 

A.  End users.          C.  Coverage areas.  

B. Environment.        D. all        

_______4. Which one is under Technical Constraints  

A. Existing equipment    B. Bandwidth availability      C. Application compatibility   D all 

_______5. __________refers to the average time that a system or software operates between 

downtimes or failures 

A. Privacy       B. Accuracy     C.   Reliability     D. Integrity 

Part-II Give short answer 

1. Describes some common technical goals that were gathered for the sample company 

2. When assessing the scope of a network design, what you should be consider  

3. List the step that are used to Gathering Network Requirements 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit Two: Install and configure wireless access point  

This learning unit is developed to provide the trainees the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Selecting access point device  

 Installing and configure access points 

 Configuring services 

 Testing access point for connection and security  

 Upgrading legacy equipment 

This unit will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Select access point device  

 Install and configure access point 

 Configure services 

 Testing access point for connection and security  

 Upgrading legacy equipment 
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2.1. Selecting access point device  

What is a wireless access point? 

A wireless access point is a device used to create a WLAN. Businesses in large offices or 

buildings often use wireless access points. This device is connected to an internet hub, wired 

router, or switch using an Ethernet cable. Then project the Wi-Fi signal to the designated area. It 

is best to understand your business needs before you make a choice. Consider some of the above, 

or ask an expert for recommendations. Router-switch–your professional IT provider. 

 Things to Consider 

As more and more enterprises upgrade their wireless network environment, people also have 

doubts about choosing a wireless access point. When choosing a wireless access point, keep the 

following points in mind. 

1. Range 

The range that an AP can cover is an important parameter, and a WAP with a larger coverage 

area is more beneficial. Because it means the number and cost of access points can be reduced. 

Purchasing WAPs with additional coverage areas can reduce costs for businesses. Most 

enterprise wireless access points are capable of covering an area of 5,000 to 10,000 square feet. 

2. Speed 

The rate at which information travels is also something we need to consider, usually measured in 

bps (bits per second), kilobits, megabits, or gigabits. In general, if the exact 802.11n protocol is 

supported, wireless AP speeds can reach 300Mbps or higher, six times faster than 802.11n. The 

WAP that supports the 802.11ac protocol can reach 1200Mbps. 

3. Gain Antenna 

The antenna of the wireless AP is basically built-in, it is not external like the antenna of 

the router. The antenna of the wireless AP is very important, it will directly affect the signal 

strength and transmission range of the wireless AP. When buying a wireless AP, it is best to 

choose one with a booster antenna. 

4. Guest Access 

Data breaches and other cyber security issues are happening every day now. When people use 

their phones and computers over the Internet, security issues are not expected. Modern systems 

have intelligent guest access systems that apply corporate security policies. This ensures that 

https://www.router-switch.com/?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
https://www.router-switch.com/wireless.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
https://www.router-switch.com/wireless.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
https://www.router-switch.com/wireless.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
https://www.router-switch.com/wireless.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
https://www.router-switch.com/routers.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
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guests stay safe on the network. Also, there is no need to worry about access from unsecured 

devices. 

5. No Hardware Controllers 

In the past, access points also required IT technicians with specialized knowledge to operate 

from a computer. However, with the advancement of technology, these are no longer necessary. 

The latest Wi-Fi 6 access points, for example, use software control in the network and do not 

require an external controller. Software-based control has many benefits over previous hardware-

dependent access points. 

6. Wi-Fi Technology 

Choose devices using MESH, MIMO and POE access point technologies based on your business 

needs. MESH technology can be used in home and commercial equipment. POE technology 

adopts low-power cabling technology and can transmit signals up to 100M. 

7.  Price 

It is not that the higher the price, the better the AP. Sometimes the high price will not only 

increase the cost, but also cause waste of product function and performance. Too low a price can 

tempt people to buy inferior or counterfeit products.  

2.2.  Installing and configure access points 

Wireless devices (also known as access points) provide a secure, affordable, and easy-to-use 

wireless LAN solution that combines mobility and flexibility with the enterprise-class features 

required by networking professionals. When configured as an access point, the wireless device 

serves as the connection point between wireless and wired networks or as the center point of a 

stand-alone wireless network. In large installations, wireless users within radio range of an 

access point can roam throughout a facility while maintaining seamless, uninterrupted access to 

the network. 

Here we are providing an example of how to configure a wireless access point (a DLink access 

point, in this case). Please take the following technics:  

1. Change the default admin password.  

2. Change the default SSID to something of your choosing.  

3. Enable encryption. 

4. Disable the DHCP Server function, if your access point has this feature.    

https://www.router-switch.com/wifi-6-access-points-price.html?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=7_things_to_consider_when_choosing_a_wireless_access_point
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5. Register the hardware (MAC) address of your wireless card.   With these steps taken, you 

should have no problem connecting securely to your wireless access point.    

The Wireless Access Point (WAP) is a networking devices that enables the capability for 

wireless-capable devices to connect to a wired network. 

Introducing a WAP to your existing wired network is 

instrumental to accommodating those devices only capable 

of wireless connection. I have not come across a 

smartphone with an RJ45 port yet and so it is only 

appropriate that I consider the connectivity capability of the 

end user device. It is like creating or deploying another 

network purely for wireless devices but still an essential 

part of your existing wired network such as the diagram 

displayed below in this wireless access point setup 

diagram. 

Figure 2. 1 Wireless Access Point 
Wireless devices (also known as access points) provide a secure, affordable, and easy-to-use 

wireless LAN solution that combines mobility and flexibility with the enterprise-class features 

required by networking professionals. When configured as an access point, the wireless device 

serves as the connection point between wireless and wired networks or as the center point of a 

stand-alone wireless network. In large installations, wireless users within radio range of an 

access point can roam throughout a facility while maintaining seamless, uninterrupted access to 

the network 

 

Figure 2.2. Wireless Access Point (WAP) 
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In the network, diagram displayed above Figure 2.2 how to connect a Wireless Access Point to a 

Wired Network; you can see clearly two portions of networks. One being a wired network and 

the other being a wireless network. The wired network consists of three wired computers to a 

switch, which is connected to a router. The wireless network in the right portion shows three 

wireless computers connected to a wireless access point (WAP). Since the objective of this post 

is to show you how to connect a wireless access point to a wired network. 

2.3. Configure Services 

The Configure Services method is a place where you can register your dependent classes with 

the built-in IoC container. After registering dependent class, it can be used anywhere in the 

application. You just need to include it in the parameter of the constructor of a class where you 

want to use it. The IoC container will inject it automatically. 

ASP.NET Core refers dependent class as a Service. So, whenever you read "Service" then 

understand it as a class, which is going to be used in some other class. 

2.1.1 What are Managed LAN Services? 

Managed LAN Services (MLS) is a term used to describe a service provided by a third party 

service provider to manage a company’s local area network (LAN). This type of service provides 

remote monitoring and maintenance of the company’s network infrastructure. 

This type of service allows companies to reduce their IT costs and increase productivity. The 

main advantage of MLS over other solutions is its ability to provide 24/7 support and proactive 

monitoring. It also offers an easy way to access your network remotely. 

A Local Area Network (LAN) is a high-speed communication system. It allows users to share 

information and connect to other computers and peripherals. A LAN is usually connected to a 

server via a router. Some types of LANs are wireless while others are wired. 

Your company may already have an existing LAN, or you might need to create one. You will 

need to buy equipment such as switches, routers, and hubs. Depending on the size and type of 

your network, you might also need to purchase servers, printers, fax machines, and modems. 

If you want to use a managed LAN service, you should contact a local IT service provider who 

specializes in these kinds of services. They will be able to help you decide which kind of 

managed LAN service is right for you. 

 

 

https://www.extnoc.com/managed-lan-services/
https://www.extnoc.com/learn/networking/what-is-virtual-lan
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2.1.2. Benefits of Using Managed LAN Services?  

 Security: A managed LAN services provider can secure your network by installing 

firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention systems, and other security products. 

 Network Monitoring: A managed LAN services company can monitor your network 

24 hours a day, seven days a week. It can alert you when there are problems with 

your network. 

 Improved Network Performance: managed LAN service providers usually offer 

faster speeds than you could get from a public Internet access point. You won’t have 

to wait as long to download large files. 

 Cost Savings: Managed LAN service providers offer lower rates than you would pay 

for similar services. 

 Reliability: Most managed LAN service providers guarantee 99% uptime. If they fail 

to deliver this level of reliability, they will reimburse you for the downtime. 

 24-Hour Availability: Most managed LAN service providers offer 24-hour 

availability. If an issue arises, they will resolve it immediately. 

 In conclusion, managed LAN services are beneficial because they help improve your 

business’s productivity and save you money by reducing the cost of maintaining your 

network infrastructure. 

2.4. Testing access point for connection and security  

When planning the testing of a WLAN, consider the following forms of testing: 

 Signal coverage testing: Signal coverage testing determines where client devices are 

able to satisfy coverage requirements. This testing may be part of performing a WLAN 

site survey or done after the network is installed to determine the as-installed signal 

coverage 

 Performance testing: Performance testing determines whether the WLAN can satisfy 

user needs for using specific applications over the WLAN. 

 In-motion testing: In-motion testing determines whether users can continue to make use 

of applications while roaming throughout the coverage areas, especially when the 

roaming requires handoffs between access points. 

https://www.extnoc.com/mids-mips/
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 Security vulnerability testing: Security vulnerability testing ensures that the WLAN 

implements required security mechanisms and offers sufficient protection to unauthorized 

access and passive monitoring. 

 Acceptance/verification testing: After installing a WLAN, it is important to run a series 

of acceptance/verification tests to ensure that the WLAN satisfies all requirements. This 

is especially important if the organization is having a contractor install the WLAN. 

 Simulation testing: In some cases, such as when implementing a very large WLAN, it 

may be beneficial to simulate the behavior of the WLAN before actually installing it. 

This can provide helpful feedback when designing the system, especially if the WLAN 

will have critical performance requirements. 

 Prototype testing: Prototype testing involves implementing an individual function of the 

WLAN that is not well understood before deploying the complete system. For example, 

an organization may not be very familiar with 802.1X authentication systems and may 

benefit by implementing the 802.1X authentication in a lab environment with a limited 

number of test client devices. 

 Pilot testing: Before installing the WLAN across the entire organization, which may 

include numerous buildings and different applications, it is strongly advisable to install 

the system in a limited number of facilities (ideally one) and make that one work 

effectively first. After you work out all the problems, you can install the WLAN at the 

remaining location without the need for extensive rework because the problems will 

likely have been solved during the pilot testing. 

2.5. Upgrading legacy equipment 

Our client, an iconic manufacturing company in Romania, faced challenges in managing 

traditional manufacturing equipment that was individually connected to dedicated hardware. In 

order to improve operations, it was necessary to integrate a modern and functional ICT system 

with optimized monitoring. We also needed to provide staff with the necessary training to 

operate the new system effectively. 

Together with the client company, we defined the following ICT priorities: 

 Networking of legacy production equipment 

 Moving from a fragmented, sub-optimal network to an integrated management system; 

 Upgrading the ICT system; 
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 Implementation of new work processes and communications; 

 Training users on the new ICT system; 

 Consultancy to executive management on ICT system optimizations; 

 Infinilink full responsibility for the ICT system. 

Networking of legacy production equipment running specific software from multiple third-party 

industry vendors:  

Each vendor has its own communication protocols and standards, which can make it difficult to 

integrate equipment into a single system. This solution required detailed knowledge of industry 

protocols and communication standards, as well as the ability to develop custom software 

solutions to integrate legacy equipment into the new system. 

 The existing client-company network was sub-optimal and fragmented, making it difficult to 

effectively manage, design and implement new processes. The infinilink team designed and 

implemented an integrated management system that provides visibility and control over the 

entire network infrastructure, reducing complexity and fragmentation of the ICT system. 

1. Upgrading the ICT system:  

The modernization of the system required the replacement of multiple hardware and software 

elements, the integration of old equipment and the implementation of new systems and 

applications. Very important was that the entire process was carried out without interrupting 

ongoing operations, with minimal downtime. 

Outcome: reduce downtime, improve data management and increase productivity. 

2. Implementation of new work processes and communications:  

Together with the client, we developed new processes that are compatible with the existing 

system and easy to adopt by the client’s staff. The infinilink team worked closely with client 

staff to ensure that the new processes optimized efficiency and productivity of operations. 

Outcome: increase productivity, reduce errors and improve communication on operations 

between staff members. 

3. Training users on the new ICT system:  

The successful implementation of the new ICT system depended on the ability of the client’s 

staff to use it. The infinilink team provided the client’s employees with comprehensive training 

on the features and functionality of the new system, as well as on-site support to ensure staff 

could use the system confidently and effectively. 
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Outcome: increase staff confidence, reduce errors and increase productivity. 

 

 

4. Consultancy to executive management on ICT system optimizations:  

Team has identified ICT areas affecting the client’s business processes that need optimization. 

We provide concrete recommendations to the executive management of the client company, 

leading to continuous improvement of system performance and efficiency. 

Outcome: improve system performance, increase efficiency and reduce costs. 

5. Full ICT system responsibility for continuous support of business and production 

processes:  

To support business and production processes, we ensure that the system is always working 

optimally. We monitor system performance and take proactive measures to prevent outages and 

ensure continuity of operations 

Outcome: reducing downtime, improving system performance and increasing productivity, with 

a positive effect on the quality of the client company’s products. 
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Self-check 2 

Part-II True or False  

_______1. The Wireless Access Point (WAP) is a networking devices that enables the capability for 

wireless-capable devices to connect to a wired network 

_______2. Improved Network Performance is one of the Benefits of Using Managed LAN Services?  

_______3. We monitor system performance and take proactive measures to prevent outages and 

ensure continuity of operations 

_______4. The Outcome of Implementation of new work processes and communications is  

not increase productivity, reduce errors and improve communication on operations 

between staff members 

Part-I Multiple choose 

_______1. What is a wireless access point? 

A. a device used to create a WLAN    C. Used to generate signal  

B. Is software resource                      D. all 

_______2. Why upgrading legacy equipment? 

A.  To improve performance          C. A & B 

B.  To improve operations                D.  Non 

_______3. When planning the testing of a WLAN you should consider_____  

A. Signal coverage testing          C.  In-motion testing 

B. Performance testing               D. All 

_______4. Which one is not Benefits of Using Managed LAN Services? 

A. Security                                 C.  Improved Network Performance 

B. Increase Cost Savings           D. Network Monitoring 

_______5. ___________is a term used to describe a service provided by a third party service provider 

to manage a company’s local area network (LAN). 

A. Managed LAN Services (MLS)       C.  A&B 

B.  Local Area Network (LAN)             D. all 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.extnoc.com/managed-lan-services/
https://www.extnoc.com/learn/networking/what-is-virtual-lan
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Operation Sheet 2.1  

Operation title: Configuring a Wireless Access Point  

Purpose: To Configuring a Wireless Access Point  

Instruction: based on the given scenario perform the given step below appropriately. For this 

operation, you have given 40 minutes and you are expected to provide the answer. 

Scenario: - The Linksys WRT300N includes an integrated 4-port switch, a router and a wireless 

Access Point (AP). In this lab, you will configure the AP component of the multi-function device 

to allow access for wireless clients. The basic wireless capabilities of the multi-function device 

will be configured but this will not be a secure wireless network 

Tools and requirement:     

 Windows 10 based computer that is cabled to the multi-function device 

 Linksys WRT300N 

Precautions: before starting check the resource needed  

Procedures in doing the task 

Step 1: Verify connectivity between the computer and the multi-function device 

A. The computer used to configure the AP should be attached to one of the multi-function 

device’s switch ports. 

B. On the computer, click the S t a r t  button and select Run Type CMD  and click OK or 

press E n t e r  CMD  and click OK  or press E n t e r   

C. At the command prompt, ping the multi-function device using the default IP address 

192.168.1.1 or the IP that has been configured on the multi-function device’s port. Do 

not proceed until the ping succeeds 

D. Write down the command used to ping the multi-function device 

NOTE: If the ping is not successful, try these troubleshooting steps: 

 Check to make sure the IP address of the computer is on the 192.168.1.0 network. The 

computer must be on the same network as the multi-function device to be able to ping it. The 

DHCP service of the multi-function device is enabled by default. If the computer is 

configured as a DHCP client, it should have a valid IP address and subnet mask. If the 

computer has a static IP address, it must be in on the 192.168.1.0 network and the subnet 

mask must be 255.255.255.0. 

 Make sure the cable is a known-good straight-through cable. Test to verify. 

 Verify that the link light for the port where the computer is attached is lit. 
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 Check whether the multi-function device has power. 

If none of these steps correct the problem, check with your instructor. 

Step 2: Log in to the multi-function device and configure the wireless network 

A. Open a web browser. In the address line:- 

Type http: / / ip_address where IP address is the IP address of the wireless router. 

Default is 192.168.1.1. At the prompt, leave the user name textbox empty, but type the 

password assigned to the router.  

B. The default password is Admin Click OK 

C. In the main menu, click on the Wireless option 

 

D. In the Basic Wireless Settings window, the N e t w o r k  M o d e  Shows m i x e d  by 

default, because the AP supports 802.11b, g, and n wireless devices. You can use any of 

these standards to connect to the AP. If the wireless portion of the multi-function 

device is not  being used, the network mode would be set to Disabled .Leave the default 

of M ix ed  selected 

E.  Delete the default SSID (Linksys) in the Network Name (SSID) textbox. Enter a new 

SSID using your last name or name chosen by your instructor. SSIDs are case-sensitive.  

F.  Write down the exact SSID name that you are using. 

G. Click on the Radio Band drop-down menu and write down the two options 

Quality Criteria: admin client on the network  
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LAP Test   

Instruction I: Given necessary network components or equipment’s, you are required to 

perform the following tasks within 40 minutes. 

Task 1: Installing and configure access points 

Tsk 2: Testing access point for connection and security  
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Unit Three: Configure network  

This learning unit is developed to provide the trainees the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Introduction to Wireless Security Threats 

 Configuring security and other key parameters  

 Testing security and firewall arrangements  

 Testing network compatibility and access 

This unit will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Introduction to Wireless Security Threats 

 Configuring security and other key parameters  

 Testing security and firewall arrangements  

 Testing network compatibility and access 
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3.1. Introduction to Wireless Security Threats 

Wireless Internet access technology is being increasingly deployed in both office and public 

environments, as well as by Internet users at home. Some of the basic technologies of wireless 

network systems are outlined below. 

a. Wireless Local Area Network 

A Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is a type of local area network that uses high 

frequency radio waves rather than wires to communicate between network-enabled devices. 

b. Access Point 

A wireless access point (AP) is a hardware device that allows wireless communication devices, 

such as PDAs and mobile computers, to connect to a wireless network. Usually, an AP connects 

into to a wired network, and provides a bridge for data communication between wireless and 

wired devices. 

c. Service Set Identifier 

A Service Set Identifier (SSID) is a configurable identification that allows wireless clients to 

communicate with an appropriate access point. With proper configuration, only clients with 

correct SSID can communicate with the access points. In effect, the SSID acts as a single 

shared password between access points and clients. 

d. Open System Authentication 

Open System Authentication is the default authentication protocol for the 802.11 wireless 

standard. It consists of a simple authentication request containing the station ID and an 

authentication response containing success or failure data. Upon successful authentication, both 

stations are considered mutually authenticated. 

e. Shared Key Authentication 

Shared Key Authentication is a standard challenge and response mechanism that makes use of 

WEP and a shared secret key to provide authentication. Upon encrypting the challenge text with 

WEP using the shared secret key, the authenticating client will return the encrypted challenge 

text to the access point for verification.  

f. Ad-Hoc Mode 

Ad-hoc mode is one of the networking topologies provided in the 802.11 standard. It consists of 

at least two wireless stations where no access point is involved in their communication. Ad-hoc 

mode WLANs are normally less expensive to run, as no APs are needed for their 

communication. 
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g. Infrastructure Mode 

Infrastructure mode is another networking topology in the 802.11 standard, in addition to ad-hoc 

mode. It consists of a number of wireless stations and access points. The access points usually 

connect to a larger wired network. This network topology can scale to form large-scale networks 

with arbitrary coverage and complexity. 

h. Wired Equivalent Privacy Protocol 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) Protocol is a basic security feature in the IEEE 802.11 

standard, intended to provide confidentiality over a wireless network by encrypting information 

sent over the network. A key-scheduling flaw has been discovered in WEP, so it is now 

considered as unsecured because a WEP key can be cracked in a few minutes with the aid of 

automated tools. Therefore, WEP should not be used unless a more secure method is not 

available. 

i. Wi-Fi Protected Access 

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) is a wireless security protocol designed to address and fix the 

known security issues in WEP. WPA provides users with a higher level of assurance that their 

data will remain protected by using Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) for data encryption. 

802.1x authentication has been introduced in this protocol to improve user authentication. 

Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2), based on IEEE 802.11i, is a new wireless security protocol 

in which only authorised users can access a wireless device, with features supporting 

stronger cryptography(e.g. Advanced Encryption Standard or AES), stronger authentication 

control (e.g. Extensible Authentication Protocol or EAP), key management, replay attack 

protection and data integrity. 

TKIP was designed to use with WPA while the stronger algorithm AES was designed to use with 

WPA2. Some devices may allow WPA to work with AES while some others may allow WPA2 

to work with TKIP. But since November 2008, vulnerability in TKIP was uncovered where 

attacker may be able to decrypt small packets and inject arbitrary data into wireless network. 

Thus, TKIP encryption is no longer considered as a secure implementation. New deployments 

should consider using the stronger combination of WPA2 with AES encryption. 

Wi-Fi Protected Access 3 (WPA3) is a new wireless security standard built on WPA2 but 

brings new features to enhance Wi-Fi security for more robust authentication and enhanced 

cryptographic strength, while maintaining resiliency of mission critical networks. The WPA3-

Personal mode utilizes the Simultaneous Authentication of Equals key establishment protocol as 
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defined in IEEE 802.11-2016 to strengthen password-based authentication against brute-force 

attacks. It has a natural password selection feature to help users choose easy-to-remember and 

strong passwords. It also provides forward secrecy that prevents attackers who 

have compromised the network from decrypting data traffic already sent out before the 

compromise. The WPA3-Enterprise mode comes with an optional security suite that offers 192-

bit level encryption instead of WPA2’s 128-bit level encryption for enhanced protection of 

critical Wi-Fi networks handling sensitive information. WPA3 is compatible with WPA2 and 

more new Wi-Fi devices will support WPA3 in the years to come. 

3.1.2. Security Threats and Risks Associated with Wireless Networks 

Low deployment costs make wireless networks attractive to users. However, the easy availability 

of inexpensive equipment also gives attackers the tools to launch attacks on the network. The 

design flaws in the security mechanisms of the 802.11 standard also give rise to a number of 

potential attacks, both passive and active. These attacks enable intruders to eavesdrop on, or 

tamper with, wireless transmissions. 

"Parking Lot" Attack 

Access points emit radio signals in a circular pattern, and the signals usually extend beyond the 

physical boundaries of the area they intend to cover. Signals can be intercepted outside buildings, 

or even through the floors in multi-story buildings. As a result, attackers can implement a 

"parking lot" attack, where they actually sit in the organization’s parking lot and try to access 

internal hosts via the wireless network. 

Shared Key Authentication Flaw 

Shared key authentication can easily be exploited through a passive attack by eavesdropping on 

both the challenge and the response between the access point and the authenticating client. Such 

an attack is possible because the attacker can capture both the plaintext (the challenge) and 

the cipher text (the response). 

Service Set Identifier Flaw 

Access points come with default SSIDs. If the default SSID is not changed, these units can easily 

be compromised. In addition, SSIDs are sent over the air as clear text if WEP is disabled, 

allowing the SSID to be captured by monitoring network traffic. For some products, even when 

WEP is enabled, management messages containing the SSID will still be broadcasted in clear 

text by access points and clients, making it possible for an attacker to sniff SSIDs and gain 

access to the wireless LAN. 
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3.1.1. The Vulnerability of Wired Equivalent Privacy Protocol 

Data passing through a wireless LAN with WEP disabled (which is the default setting for most 

products) is susceptible to eavesdropping and data modification attacks. However, even when 

WEP is enabled, the confidentiality and integrity of wireless traffic is still at risk because a 

number of flaws in WEP have been revealed which seriously undermine its claims to security. In 

particular, the following attacks on WEP are possible: 

 Passive attacks to decrypt traffic based on known plaintext and chosen cipher text 

attacks; 

 Passive attacks to decrypt traffic based on statistical analysis on cipher texts; 

 Active attacks to inject new traffic from unauthorized mobile stations; 

 Active attacks to modify data; or 

 Active attacks to decrypt traffic, based on tricking the access point into redirecting 

wireless traffic to an attacker's machine. 

3.1.2. The most wireless Network Threats 

 Accidental Association: Overlapping networks ⇒ unintentionally connect to 

neighbors 

 Malicious Association: Malicious access points (Free public Wi-Fi) can steal 

passwords.  

 Ad-Hoc Networks: Two computers can exchange data  

 Nontraditional Networks: Bluetooth can be used to eavesdrop  

 MAC Spoofing: Change MAC address to match a privileged computer  

 Man-In-The-Middle Attacks: Using rogue access point between the user and the real 

access point  

 Denial of Service (DoS): Keep the media busy 8. Network Injection: Spoof 

routing/management messages 

The below are a counter measurements that to reduce Wireless Network Threats 

 Turn-off SSID broadcast  
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 Use Cryptic SSID names  

 Reduce signal strength  

 Locate APs away from boundary  

 Use encryption  

 Use IEEE 802.1x network access control  

 Change the router’s user ID from default  

 Change the router’s password from default  

 MAC Filtering: Only specific MAC address connect 

3.2. Configuring security and other key parameters  

These sections describe the security settings that you configure, depending on your selection in 

the Security list on the Networks page. 

None (Plain text)  

If you select none as your security mode, no additional security settings are configurable on the 

WAP device. This mode means that any data transferred to and from the WAP device is not 

encrypted. This security mode can be useful during initial network configuration or for problem 

solving, but it is not recommended for regular use on the internal network because it is not 

secure. 

Static WEP 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a data encryption protocol for 802.11 wireless networks. All 

wireless stations and access points on the network are configured with a static 64-bit (40-bit 

secret key plus 24-bit initialization vector (IV)) or 128-bit (104-bit secret key plus 24-bit IV) 

Shared Key for data encryption. 

Static WEP is not the most secure mode available, but it offers more protection than setting the 

security mode to None (Plain text), as it does prevent an outsider from easily sniffing out 

unencrypted wireless traffic. 

WEP encrypts data moving across the wireless network based on a static key. (The encryption 

algorithm is a stream cipher called RC4.) 

These parameters configure Static WEP: 

 • Transfer Key Index—Enter a key index list. Key indexes 1 through 4 are available. The 

default is 1. The Transfer Key Index indicates which WEP key the WAP device uses to encrypt 

the data it transmits. 

javascript:WebWorks_ToggleDIV('exXaa1070626');
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  Key Length— Choose either 64 bits or 128 bits as the length of the key. 

  Key Type—Choose either ASCII or Hex as the key type. 

  WEP Keys—You can specify up to four WEP keys. In each text box, enter a string of 

characters for each key. The keys you enter depend on the key type selected: 

 ASCII — Includes uppercase and lowercase alphabetic letters, the numeric digits, and 

special symbols such as @ and #. 

 Hex — Includes digits 0 to 9 and the letters A to F. 

 Shared Key authentication requires the client station to have the correct WEP key in order to 

associate with the WAP device. When the authentication algorithm is set to Shared Key, a station 

with an incorrect WEP key cannot associate with the WAP device. 

Static WEP Rules  

If you use Static WEP, these rules apply: 

 All client stations must have the Wireless LAN (WLAN) security set to WEP, and all 

clients must have one of the WEP keys specified on the WAP device in order to decode 

AP-to-station data transmissions. 

  The WAP device must have all keys used by clients for station-to-AP transmit so that it 

can decode the station transmissions. 

 The client stations can use different keys to transmit data to the access point. (Or they can 

all use the same key, but using the same key is less secure because it means one station 

can decrypt the data being sent by another.) 

 On some wireless client software, you can configure multiple WEP keys and define a 

client station transfer key index, and then set the stations to encrypt the data that they 

transmit using different keys.  

  You cannot mix 64-bit and 128-bit WEP keys between the access point and its client 

stations. 

Dynamic WEP 

Dynamic WEP refers to the combination of 802.1x technology and the Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP). With Dynamic WEP security, WEP keys are changed dynamically. 

EAP messages are sent over an IEEE 802.11 wireless network using a protocol called EAP 

Encapsulation over LANs (EAPOL). IEEE 802.1X provides dynamically generated keys that are 
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periodically refreshed. An RC4 stream cipher is used to encrypt the frame body and cyclic 

redundancy checking (CRC) of each 802.11 frame. 

3.3. Testing security and firewall arrangements 

A firewall is a vital component of an organization’s security infrastructure, and it needs to be 

protected against exploitation. Firewalls serve as the first line of defense in network security, 

crucial in safeguarding your internal network from cyber threats. With hackers perpetually on the 

lookout for open ports and misconfigurations, the relevance of firewall testing becomes 

paramount. In this guide, we delve into the varied methods and tools to ensure your firewall is 

operating optimally. 

Regular firewall testing ensures the integrity of your network, keeping malware, tunneling 

attempts, and hackers at bay. Always remember to check the permissions, access control list 

(ACL), DMZ settings, and file sharing formats to ensure that your firewall and network devices 

are protected. 

Importance of Firewall testing 

The essence of firewall testing lies in its ability to critically evaluate the functionality of your 

firewall. By identifying open ports, misconfigurations, or potential backdoors, you can thwart 

hackers. In essence, firewall testing is like auditing your network security. 

  Methods for Testing Firewall Security 

The primary techniques for firewall security testing are penetration testing and port scanning. 

These methods, when executed appropriately, expose vulnerabilities, shedding light on the 

type of firewall’s strengths and weaknesses.  

Penetration Testing 

Firewall penetration testing, usually undertaken by penetration testers, simulates cyber attacks on 

your network devices, similar to how a hacker would infiltrate systems. This form of security 

testing mimics actual threats, thus gauging the robustness of your firewall policy and other 

defenses. 

Port Scanning 

Port scanning is an indispensable tool in identifying open and closed ports within your internal 

network. Tools like Nmap, Netcat, and ShieldsUp play pivotal roles in this. Since open ports can 

be gateways for malware and cyber attacks, it’s crucial to determine and seal any unnecessary 

ones. 
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Firewall Testing Tools 

There is a plethora of tools to test firewalls. Prominent among them are Nmap, Netcat, and 

Shields Up. These not only assist in port scanning but also in conducting traceroute checks, 

creating reverse shell scenarios, and ICMP requests, crucial for advanced security testing. 

How to Test Firewall Security on Windows 

Windows, especially its operating system Windows 10, comes with robust built-in features for 

firewall testing. Microsoft’s firewall policy allows intricate customization, which can be audited 

using the Windows Defender Firewall with Advanced Security. Additionally, tools like Netcat 

can help in understanding routes, routers, and potential issues in routing. 

Secure the Firewall 

A firewall is a vital component of an organization’s security infrastructure, and it needs to be 

protected against exploitation. To secure your firewall, take the following steps: 

 Disable insecure protocols like telnet and SNMP or use a secure SNMP configuration. 

 Schedule periodic backups of the configuration and database. 

 Enable auditing of system changes and send logs via secure syslog or another method to 

an external, secured, central SIEM server or firewall management solution for forensics 

and reporting. 

 Add a stealth rule in the firewall policy to hide the firewall from network scans. 

 Limit management access to specific hosts. 

3.4. Testing network compatibility and access 

What is Compatibility Testing? 

Compatibility testing is a type of testing that examines and compares functionality over multiple 

browsers, devices, platforms, and OS to recognize potential discrepancies. Performing 

compatibility testing verifies that your product/software works efficiently in its intended 

environments. 

What are the Benefits of Compatibility Testing? 

 Improves Software Development Process: Compatibility test estimates the issues in the 

software in the SDLC itself. But, it becomes easier to verify the app’s usability, 

scalability, and stability across various platforms and deliver feedback.  

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/TA17-156A
https://www.browserstack.com/guide/types-of-testing
https://www.browserstack.com/guide/sdlc-models-and-sdlc-phases
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 Detects Bugs before Production: A compatibility test is effective in the timely detection 

of bugs in web and mobile apps, even in tricky areas. Since errors are recognized before 

production. 

 Complete User Satisfaction: By utilizing compatibility tests, you ensure that every 

portion of your product is up and performing as it should across all software, browsers, 

and devices. 

 Successful Launches: One of the crucial advantages of compatibility testing, in 

conjunction with other testing, is that it gives an entirely successful   
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Self-check 3 

Part I: Choose the best Answer  

_______1. _________ can easily be exploited through a passive attack by eavesdropping on both the 

challenge and the response 

A. Shared Key Authentication Flaw      C. all                 

B. Parking Lot" Attack                          D. none 

_______2. Which one is wireless Network Threats 

A. Accidental Association:  

B. Malicious Association:  

C. Ad-Hoc Networks 

D. All

_______3. From the following which one is a counter measurements that to reduce Wireless 

Network Threats 

A. Turn-off SSID broadcast  

B. Use Cryptic SSID names  

C. Use encryption  

D. All

_______4. .—is either 64 bits or 128 bits as the length of the key. 

A. Key Type.         C.  Key Length 

B. WEP Keys     D. All 

Part- II: Matching   

A B 

_______1. Service Set Identifier 

 

A. hardware device that allows wireless communication devices, 

_______2. .AD-hoc B. identification that allows wireless clients to communicate with 

an appropriate access point 

_______3. Wireless Local Area 

Network 

 

C. a type of local area network that uses high frequency radio 

waves rather than wires to communicate between network-

enabled devices 

_______4. Access Point 

 

D. one of the networking topologies provided in the 802.11 

standard 

  

Part II: - Write short answer for the following question 

1. List and explain basic technologies of wireless network systems? 

2. What are the Benefits of Compatibility Testing? 
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Unit Four: Train users  

This learning unit is developed to provide the trainees the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Devices to be connected to the network 

 Demonstrating how pairing and log-on 

 Traffic capacity issues  

 Developing user documentation  

This unit will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Understand devices to be connected to the network 

 Demonstrate how pairing and log-on 

 Understand  traffic capacity issues  

 Develop user documentation  
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4.1 Determine devices to be connected to the network 

The internet and traditional mail are similar in many ways. We have a MAC address as a 

physical identifier rather than a home address. We have MAC addresses rather than names. 

Together they deliver the information to your door. 

We require both, an IP address and a MAC address to establish communication between two 

networked devices. The TCP/IP protocol transfers data from one network to another using the IP 

address. The MAC address is used to route data to the correct network device. 

IP Address 

A device on the internet or a local network is identified by its specific IP address, which is 

different from other addresses. IP stands for "Internet Protocol". 

Finding Out Your IP Address 

You can discover your IP address in a variety of ways. The simplest method would be to enter 

"what is my IP address" into a search engine like Google. 

For Windows users, navigate to Start > Settings > Network & internet and choose the Wi-Fi 

network you're connected to obtain your IP address. Locate your IP address next to "IPv4 

address" under Properties. 

MAC Address 

In computer networking, the physical address that identifies each device on a given network is 

called the Media Access Control (MAC) address. It is also known as Physical address, hardware 

address, or BIA (Burned In Address). It is 12-digit and 64-bit long, the first 24 bits are utilized 

for the OUI (Organization Unique Identifier), and the remaining 24 bits are used for NIC/vendor-

specific information. It operates on the OSI model's data link layer. 

It is supplied by the device's manufacturer and included in its NIC, which is ideally fixed and 

cannot be modified. 

Ping 

Ping a computer network management tool is used to determine whether a host is accessible over 

an IP network. It is supported by almost all operating systems with networking capabilities, 

including the vast majority of embedded network administration software. 

Ping calculates the time it takes for transmissions to travel from the source host to the destination 

computer and back.  
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Working of Ping  

Ping transmits data with the help of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packets. An 

ICMP echo request is sent to the target host and waits for an ICMP echo response. 

It reports errors, packet loss, and a statistical summary of the results, typically including the 

lowest and maximum round-trip timings, mean, and standard deviation of the mean. 

The ping utility's command-line arguments and output differ among its several implementations. 

Options may include: 

 The payload size. 

 The number of tests. 

 The number of network hops (TTL) a probe can travel. 

 The gap between requests. 

 The amount of time to wait for a response. 

Several systems include the IPv6-compatible implementation of ping, and ping6 to test IPv6 

network environments. 

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 

The Address Resolution Protocol is a layer 2 protocol used to translate MAC addresses to IP 

addresses. 

All hosts on a network may be found using their IP address, although NICs use MAC addresses 

rather than IP addresses. ARP is the protocol that connects an IP address to a MAC address. 

Working of ARP 

Consider that a device wishes to interact with another device over the internet. ARP broadcasts a 

packet to all the devices on the source network. 

The network devices remove the data link layer header from the protocol data unit (PDU) and 

send the packet to network layer 3 of OSI, where the network ID of the packet and the network 

ID of the destination IP are checked. 

If it's equal, it responds to the source with the MAC address of the destination. Otherwise, the 

packet reaches the network's gateway which broadcasts the packet to the devices to which it is 

connected with an address. 

The procedure continues until the second-to-last network device in the path arrives at the 

destination. At this point, it is verified, and ARP responds with the destination MAC address 

How to Identify Devices Connected to your Wi-Fi? 
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There are many ways to check how many devices are connected to my wifi. It can be done 

manually or automatically with the help of network scanning tools. In the next section, we 

discuss some ways to identify devices connected to your network. 

Manually Identify Devices on a Wireless Network 

One way to find network devices on wireless networks is to manually log in to the router's web 

interface. In-depth information on your network equipment, such as data transfer rate and packet 

loss, isn't provided by this, though. Typically, routers use the dynamic host configuration 

(DHCP) protocol to assign each device in a wireless network a distinct local IP address and 

MAC address so they can be identified. 

Automatically Identify Devices on a Wireless Network 

To help users more readily discover network devices on Wi-Fi, Network Scanning Tools are 

designed to give extensive information from wireless access points, such as SSID, device type, 

signal strength, and connected devices.  

To steal private data, they employ strategies like packet sniffing, password theft, and man-in-the-

middle attacks. 

 Network Scanning Tools is software that detects network flaws and protects the system 

from unusual or abnormal activities. 

 The following are some of the most common network scanning tools. 

 Nexpose Nexpose is a network scanning program that is used to do network scanning. To 

do the scan, it normally executes the Nmap scripts in the background.  

 Nessus Nessus is another network scanning tool used to ensure application security by 

magnifying flaws. It, like nexpose, checks particular files and directories containing data 

relating to the device's security setup. 

 Nmap Nmap is another command-line-based network scanning program that is included 

with several Linux distributions. It performs a scan to determine the condition of a port 

using either the TCP or UDP protocols. It is fast and powerful enough to scan all 65535 

ports. 

 Zenmap Zenmap is the graphical user interface (GUI) based version of the Nmap 

network security scanner. Its GUI helps easily map out a network environment. 
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4.2 Demonstrating how pairing and log-on  

4.2.1. Identify the Devices in Your Network 

There are many ways to check how many devices are connected to my network. You can quickly 

discover what is connected to your network, provided you should have internet access at home 

and a web browser. 

The method below is straightforward and does not require any extra software. You need to 

follow a few easy way: 

1. Log into the administrative IP address of your router. Typically, it is 192.168.0.1 or 

192.168.1.1. 

2.  Launch a web browser on your PC or mobile device, enter your default gateway IP address, 

and press Enter. 

3. Use the administrator username and password to log in. For the default credentials, consult 

the router's documentation. 

4. You should be able to see the devices connected to your network on the router's home page 

or in the router's administrative panel (the interface may vary depending on the router's make 

and model). 

In the administrative UI, you will get the details of a device's connection status, such as whether 

it is online or offline or how long it has been connected to the network. 

It may sometimes list any wired or wireless devices linked to your router. Once you can identify 

which devices are connected, you can figure out which ones should be allowed to connect to 

your network and which ones are unknown. 

Some routers also allow you to restrict devices from connecting to your network. If you find 

traces of unsolicited connections, immediately change your Wi-Fi SSID and password.  

4.3 Traffic capacity issues  

Wireless and mobile networks are essential for connecting people and devices in today's world. 

However, not all network traffic is the same. Different types of applications and services have 

different requirements and preferences for bandwidth, latency, reliability, and security. How do 

you optimize wireless and mobile networks for different types of traffic? Here are some tips and 

techniques to help you achieve the best performance and user experience 

1. Identify and classify traffic 
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The first step to optimize wireless and mobile networks is to identify and classify the traffic that 

flows through them. You can use tools and protocols such as deep packet inspection (DPI), 

network analytics, and quality of service (QoS) to monitor and categorize the traffic according to 

its source, destination, content, and priority. For example, you can distinguish between voice, 

video, web, gaming, and IoT traffic, and assign different levels of service and resources to each. 

2. Apply traffic shaping and management 

The next step is to apply traffic shaping and management techniques to control and optimize the 

flow of traffic. Traffic shaping is the process of manipulating the rate, volume, and direction of 

traffic to meet the network's capacity and objectives. Traffic management is the process of 

enforcing policies and rules to ensure the quality and security of traffic. For example, you can 

use traffic shaping to limit or prioritize certain types of traffic, and use traffic management to 

block or filter unwanted or malicious traffic. 

3. Optimize network protocols and parameters 

Another step is to optimize the network protocols and parameters that govern the communication 

and transmission of traffic. Network protocols are the rules and standards that enable different 

devices and systems to exchange data and information. Network parameters are the settings and 

values that affect the performance and behavior of network protocols. For example, you can 

optimize the network protocols and parameters to reduce overhead, improve efficiency, enhance 

security, and adapt to changing conditions. 

4. Leverage network slicing and virtualization 

A further step is to leverage network slicing and virtualization technologies to create and manage 

multiple logical networks within a single physical network. Network slicing is the process of 

dividing a network into multiple segments or slices, each with its own characteristics and 

capabilities. Network virtualization is the process of abstracting and decoupling the network 

resources and functions from the underlying hardware and software. For example, you can use 

network slicing and virtualization to isolate and customize different types of traffic, and to 

increase flexibility and scalability. 

5. Implement edge computing and caching 

A final step is to implement edge computing and caching solutions to reduce the latency and 

congestion of traffic. Edge computing is the process of moving the computation and processing 

of data closer to the source or destination of traffic, rather than relying on centralized servers or 

cloud platforms. Caching is the process of storing copies of frequently accessed or requested data 
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in local or nearby locations, rather than retrieving them from distant or remote sources. For 

example, you can use edge computing and caching to improve the speed and responsiveness of 

traffic, and to save bandwidth and energy. 

4.4 Developing user documentation 

4.1.1. Determine documentation standards 
Computer users need documentation so that they can make the best use of their computers as 

work tools. A computer system can assist them to do their work efficiently and effectively but 

they need to be able to do three things: • learn how to use the system and its applications • know 

how to get help when they need to learn more • know what to do when they experience 

problems. Users will be working across all parts and levels of an organization carrying out 

different functions such as data entry, financial administration, executive and middle 

management. However, user documentation is for anyone in an organization who needs 

assistance with these three tasks 

4.1.2. User  documentation and appropriate media  

Books, manuals, computer-based tutorials and online help are all media for user documentation. 

Traditionally user documentation has consisted of a range of paper based documents. However, 

we are no longer limited to these, and organizations are shifting their paper-based user 

documentation to an online form. There are very good reasons for this:  

 Increased productivity :- users have up-to-date, comprehensive information that they 

can access quickly and easily. 

 Increased corporate intelligence:- information is stored centrally but distributed 

universally  

 consistency and quality:- documentation appears in the same format and is easily 

updateable 

What to include in user documentation 

It’s a good idea at this stage to think about the content that you will include in the user 

documentation. This is so you can estimate the number of pages, the complexity of the content 

and what the graphic and text components will be. The content will have some influence on:  

 Design of the documentation, including layout, use of text and graphics 

 Medium, eg paper-based or online 

 The time and resources needed to develop the documentation. 
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You can consider paper-based documentation, online documentation or a combination of both. 

The media type you choose will be influenced by the:  

 Purpose of the documentation  

 User needs and characteristics  

 Content (subject matter). Always keep in mind that you need to include a range of items 

that allow users to access the required information quickly and easily. There are 

advantages and disadvantages to online and paper media. 

Always keep in mind that you need to include a range of items that allow users to access the 

required information quickly and easily. There are advantages and disadvantages to online and 

paper media. 

Media  Advantages  Disadvantages 

 

Paper 

 conventional, most people are used to paper products  

 easy and fast to prepare 

 inexpensive to produce 

  requires readily available software 

 hard to maintain 

control of 

different 

versions 

 costly to update 

Online • convenient Advantages 

 • easy to reach many people geographically dispersed  

• can be colorful and fun 

 • can link to other related documents  

• easy to maintain version control 

 • not costly to update 

• can be expensive 

 • requires 

specialized software 

Once you have determined the documentation requirements, you can develop a template that 

meets those requirements and makes the job easier. A template is a file that contains a standard 

layout, styles and fonts that are used in the production of the documentation. When you want to 

create a file for user documentation, you open the standard template, usually in Word, and the 

layout, fonts and styles are already set up in the document. All you need to do is start writing. 

Everyone uses the same template, so there is a consistent look and feel to all of the user 

documentation. 

 The template may be: 

 A Word template  

 An HTML template  

 An online help template. 
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Self-check 4 

Part-I: Say True or False  

1. Books, manuals, computer-based tutorials and online help are all media for user 

documentation.  

2. Wireless and mobile networks are essential for connecting people and devices in today's world 

3. The Address Resolution Protocol is a layer 3 protocol used to translate MAC addresses to IP 

addresses. 

4. Ping transmits data with the help of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packets 

Part -II: Choose the best Answer  

_______2. It is 12-digit and 64-bit long, the first 24 bits are utilized for the OUI (Organization 

Unique Identifier), and the remaining 24 bits are used for NIC/vendor-specific 

information  

A. MAC Address 

B. IP Address 

C. Address Resolution Protocol 

D. All

_______3. ____is network scanning tool used to ensure application security by magnifying flaws.?  

A. Nessus           C.  Ping                                         

B. Nmap           D. all        

_______4. One of the following is  software that detects network flaws and protects the system from 

unusual or abnormal activities. 

A. Network Scanning Tools  

B. Formatting 

C. Zenmap  

D. All 

_______5. You can consider paper-based documentation, online documentation or a combination of 

both. The media type you choose will be influenced by the:  

A. Purpose of the documentation  

B. User needs and characteristics  

C. Content (subject matter). 

D. All 

_______6. Which one is the Advantages online documentation? 

A. convenient  

B. easy to reach many people geographically dispersed  

C. can be colorful and fun 

D. All 
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Part III: - Give short answer 

1. List and explain techniques to help you achieve the best performance traffic capacity 

issue?  

2. How to identify the Devices in Your Network? 
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Unit Five: Monitor and administer wireless network 

This learning unit is developed to provide the trainees the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Monitoring wireless network performance 

 Debugging networking issues 

 Documenting and storing securely current settings. 

This unit will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Monitor wireless network performance 

 Debug networking issues 

 Document and store securely current settings. 
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5.1. Monitoring wireless network performance 

Wireless network monitoring is the process of monitoring key aspects of an environment’s 

wireless network to have the insight you need to maintain network performance more easily. 

Using a wireless network monitor, you can collect and analyze wireless NW health and 

performance data, including wireless coverage, signal strength, connected clients, and 

performance statistics for wireless access points 

Wireless network monitoring is typically a part of a broader network monitoring strategy, which 

involves tracking key metrics tied to a network’s performance to prevent downtime or 

slowdowns that can affect end users. While general network monitoring focuses on all aspects of 

your network (including wired elements), WLAN monitoring specifically focuses on the wireless 

elements, including access points, controllers, and more. 

The need for monitoring wireless networks 

 Since wireless networks do not involve the presence of physical interfaces, monitoring them 

is essential to ensure that they do not suffer from outages / downtime. 

 Most employees in organizations these days use wireless networks ( such as Wifi, VPN etc ) 

to perform their day to day activities. Hence, ensuring that the wireless networks do not 

suffer from downtime is a key to business continuity. 

 The number of wireless devices in a network is usually more than the number of wired 

devices. Hence, it is important for a Wireless Network Monitor to ensure that the network 

does not slip into unplanned downtime. 

Wireless network strength 

The strength of your wireless network plays a crucial role in ensuring network stability and 

business continuity. A weak network can result in slow connection and sometimes even in 

termination of connectivity to a few devices in your wireless network.  

 Keep track of the total number of access points : 

 An access point is a station that transmits and receives data. Various devices in a wireless 

network connect via the access point for interaction with one another. 

 The number of access points affects the range of connectivity of the wireless network and 

the connection strength of the network. 

 Op Manager allows you to keep track of the total number of access points in your 

wireless network. You can also view the statistics pertaining to the devices connected to a 

particular access point 
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The utilization of your wireless network effectively 

One other factor that concerns network administrators greatly is the utilization of their wireless 

network. Op Manager allows you to continuously track the usage of your wireless network by 

facilitating you to monitor critical network usage metrics. 

 You can track factors like CPU utilization, memory utilization, disk utilization, total 

bytes transmitted by the client etc.. These factors allow you to gain an in-depth 

understanding of the utilization of your wireless networks. 

 What is more? Each of these monitors are backed up by powerful reports that can help 

you analyze the utilization of your wireless network over a particular period of time 

 You can leverage the option to set multiple thresholds to get alerts when your network 

utilization crosses pre-defined values. This will help you to prevent any form of outages 

that may occur due to over utilization of your wireless network. 

 Apart from the factors specified above, Op manager being a powerful wireless network 

monitoring tool, has a few additional key features that can simplify the process of 

monitoring and maintaining your wireless network: 

5.2. Debugging networking issues 

How do I debug network connectivity issues? 

Network connectivity problems can occur at different layers or locations of the network. This 

article will start at the lowest layer and help you go through the different checks. In addition, 

most of the methods are not just specific to Firewall. 

 Physical Layer Checks 

 Make sure you are using the right cables. CAT 5E or better cables are recommended. 

Please make sure all the cables are connected firmly. 

 Check the link lights on your switch/router, and make sure they display the right speed. 

Firewall link lights. 

 Check your physical connections, and make sure they are connected correctly. If you are 

using a switch, make sure there are no switching loops. 

 If you are having issues with Wi-Fi, try to plug in a device (PC/MAC) via ethernet and 

see if they are working or not.   

 Double-check that your access points are configured correctly. Reboot your wifi or AP if 

needed. 
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 If you have a modem, look at its link lights and reboot it. 

 If you are having issues with VLAN, makes sure your none VLAN is working, then 

double-check your VLAN devices and make sure they are configured correctly.  

  WAN/ISP Connectivity 

We all know how frustrating it feels when experiencing internet outages. To enhance the 

troubleshooting process, we provided you with a network diagnostics tool that can get detailed 

network information when the internet is down. 

If you need any help from our support team, you can just take a screenshot, or tap on the "Share" 

button in the top-right corner to send the information to our team for more support. 

 Local Network Connectivity  

LAN connectivity issues can happen if you have a bad cable or problems with the WiFi access point. 

In this test, you will need to ping the intermediate networks and make sure they are up. 

 DNS Connectivity 

Not all network issues are related to network traffic; sometimes, a bad DNS server configuration 

may cause issues. To test, you can ping a public IP address, say, 1.1.1.1 to check if the internet is 

accessible, and 'nslookup' will help you validate if the DNS server is doing a good job to find the 

public IP mapping to the domain.    

5.3. Documenting and storing securely current settings. 

How to Secure Your Documents? 

The ability to share documents in multiple ways among members of your organization makes 

everyone’s jobs easier. Unless your job is managing the organization’s security, that is. Then 

your job becomes much harder. 

With so many ways to share items, document security is a challenging undertaking, but it is 

possible to succeed by following the right steps. 

What is Document Security Anyway? 

Securing documents in an organization involves protecting them from a wide range of perils. 

Some of these perils include: 

 Hackers stealing document data 

 Loss of documents 

 Revealing personal information 

 Unwanted copies of sensitive documents 
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How Document Security Works 

When trying to secure your documents, it involves thinking about the security of both paper and 

digital copies of documents. Team members should undertake steps that allow them to protect 

documents at all times.  

Individually, team members will need to follow the policies, ensuring they are doing everything 

they can to guard sensitive information and documents. Here are eight reliable practices for 

securing your documents. 

1. Digitize Your Documents 

For the majority of organizations, paper documents become a greater security risk than digital 

documents. A team member could lose a hard copy of a document, or someone could carry it out 

of the building without anyone’s knowledge. 

Create digital scans of any paper documents, and then apply security measures to the digital 

copies for maximum protection. Shred the paper documents to finish the job. 

2. Use Password Protection 

Using password protection on the most important files is a smart idea. If members of the 

organization are using laptops or smartphones to work on sensitive documents, someone could 

take the device. Without password protection on the files on the mobile device, the person who 

takes the device may access the sensitive files. 

3. Password Protecting Microsoft 365 Documents 

To protect a document you created in Microsoft 365 with a password, click the File menu and 

then Info. In the Info window, click the Protect Document button. In the popup menu, click 

Encrypt with Password. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Use Strong Passwords 
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Creating passwords that are difficult to guess or decipher is as important as choosing to use 

passwords on your documents. The idea of creating strong passwords should be part of your 

network access and cloud storage accounts too.Some tips for creating strong passwords include: 

 Don’t use common words or phrases unless you’re adding in numbers and special 

characters 

 Don’t use items that relate to your life or personality 

 Use a mix of uppercase and lowercase letters 

 Use multiple numbers and special characters 

 Use at least eight characters, but 10 to 20 characters is even better 

5. Encrypt Your Files 

Encrypting the files on the computer provides another layer of security that’s easy to use for your 

team members, but that thwarts would-be thieves effectively. 

You have the option of using a free or subscription-based third-party encryption software. You 

also can use the encryption system built into the Windows or Macintosh operating systems. 

Setting Up Encryption on Windows 

With Windows 10 Pro, Education, or Enterprise versions, encryption is automatically available 

for your files. To turn on encryption on a Windows computer, sign in as an administrator. 

Click the Start button. Then click Settings, Update & Security, and Device Encryption. If you 

do not see Device Encryption as an option, you are running Windows 10 Home, do not have 

administrator privileges, or your computer doesn’t have the hardware to support encryption 

through Windows. Click the button to turn on (or turn off) encryption for the Windows 

computer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Avoid Emailing Documents 

figure 5. 1 Setting Up Encryption on Windows 
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Rather than emailing documents to clients or coworkers, where recipients could make copies or 

printouts of sensitive data, organizations can use a few different options that do not involve 

sending attachments. 

7. Cloud Storage: Many cloud storage providers give users the ability to share links to documents 

stored in the cloud. The document’s creator can provide recipients with the ability to view it and 

make comments without copying or editing the document. 

8. Digital Signatures: When an organization needs signatures on a document, rather than emailing 

the documents back and forth, use services that allow for digital signatures, such as DocuSign. The 

document remains protected, and you can send the recipient an uneditable copy after all parties 

sign it. 

 

Figure 5. 2 Digital Signatures to protect file 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.docusign.com/
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Self-check-5 

Part I:- Say True or False 

______1. Wireless network strength can be improved by using signal boosters or range extenders. 

______2.  Encrypting your files before storing them in cloud storage provides an additional layer of 

security. 

______3. Digital signatures are commonly used in wireless communication to verify the identity of 

the sender. 

Part-II:- select the best answer from the given alternative 

_______1. What is the process of monitoring key aspects of an environment’s wireless network to 

have the insight you need to maintain network performance more easily?  

A. Wireless network  

B. Network monitoring  

C. Wireless network monitoring  

D. Monitoring websites

_______2. why we  need for monitoring wireless networks 

A. It is essential to ensure that they do not suffer from outages / downtime. 

B. Ensuring that the wireless networks do not suffer from downtime is a key to 

business continuity 

C. It is important for a Wireless Network Monitor to ensure that the network does 

not slip into unplanned downtime. 

D. All of the above 

_______3. How do we debug network connectivity issues? 

A. Physical Layer Checks 

B. WAN/ISP Connectivity 

C. Local Network Connectivity  

D. All of the above 

_______4. What are the reliable practices for securing your documents? 

A. Digitize Your Documents 

B. Use Strong Passwords 

C. Password Protecting 

Microsoft 365 Documents 

D. All of the above 

Part-III Short Answer all the questions listed below.  

1. List some of the protecting and securing documents in an organization involves from 

perils or threat? 

2. How do I debug network connectivity issues? 
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